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To keep right up to date with all 
the union news and views follow 
Bolton UNISON on the web…

Website: 
www.unisonbolton.org 

Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/bolton.

unison

Twitter: 
@UNISON_Bolton 

UNISON online…
Follow Bolton 

Bolton UNISON, Second Floor
The Bolton HUB, Bold Street Bolton BL1 1LS

Phone: 01204 338901
admin@unisonbolton.org
www.unisonbolton.org 

Moved House? 
Changed phone?
Different Surname?
Changed workplace? 
Retiring or leaving your 
job?

Please let us know!

Bolton UNISON 
needs to keep your 
membership details up 
to date.

Email 
changemydetails@
unisonbolton.org 
to notify us of any 
changes. If you’re not 
sure whether you’ve 
already told us, then 
don’t worry, we don’t 
mind if you tell us 
again!

We need your 
contact details

CONTACT BOLTON UNISON 

Victory For Farnworth Care Home 
Workers!
The employer wanted a 10% wage cut – the 
workers said ‘No!’

Heaton Fold Garden Centre 
Blooms
With 10% discount for Bolton Council staff and 
UNISON members

Local Services Collapsing States 
UNISON Workers Survey
80% of council workers have no confidence in 
services and almost 50% are thinking of leaving 
their jobs...

Standing Up For Social Work!
How many assessments can social workers 
take???

Election Shock Puts Labour 
Council Under Pressure
The defeated Bolton Labour Party candidate 
speaks out

The NHS At 70
Some happy returns as workers at 
Wrightington, Wigan
and Leigh Foundation Trust win their dispute 
against privatisation

40 Years Since The Northern 
Carnival Against Racism 

Totally Eclipse The Sun!

Bolton UNISON Goes To Durham 

Plus trips and tickets for Snow White, 
Wigan Diggers Fest and Blackpool 
Lights



 
 
 
 

Sports and Social Event 
 

UNISON’S ANNUAL TRIP TO  
BLACKPOOL LIGHTS 

 
 
 
 

Bolton LG members branch members 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tickets 
£4 Adult  

£3 Child (under 16) 
Max 4 tickets per member. No unaccompanied children 

 
Booking will open 12th July 2018 

To purchase your seats please call in person at: 
 

UNISON OFFICE  
THE HUB, BOLD STREET, BOLTON, BL1 1LS  

 TEL: 01204 338901 

Date: Saturday 15th September 2018 
 

Time: Coach LEAVES at 12 noon from 
Morrison’s Car Park, Blackhorse Street, 

Bolton Town Centre 
 

Itinerary:  
Once we get to Blackpool, people will leave 
the coach and have a ‘free afternoon’ to do 

as you wish. We will be re-boarding the 
coach later to come through the lights at 

7.30pm then return to Bolton. 
 

Welcome to the Autumn edition of your 
Branch magazine. As usual it covers a 

wide range of issues which we hope you will find 
of interest. However, we would welcome your 
feedback on issues we have covered, and more 
importantly issues you would like us to cover. 

Since the last edition we have had the local 
elections on 3rd May where we saw the Labour 
group have its majority reduced to just two. 
UNISON continues to try and influence the 
direction of the Labour Group via UNISON 
Labour Link, and a key priority for this coming 
year is to campaign for an end to outsourcing 
and to bring existing services back in house. Too 
many companies are making too much money 
on the backs of local tax payers whilst delivering 
poor quality services. 

We are all hoping that a new Chief Executive 
and new Leader of Bolton Council will turn 
around the reputation of the Council which has 
been declining at a pace over the last two to 
three years.

We continue to prioritise steward recruitment 
and development as they are the key to a 
successful union, but we still don’t have enough 
activists on the ground. If you would like to 
represent UNISON in your workplace and not 
sure what is involved, please contact the Branch 
Office.  

In July we celebrated the 70th Birthday of the 
NHS. This was done in a variety of forms, 
from local events to attendance at the national 
demonstration in London. 

The formal ‘merger’ of Bolton College and the 
University of Bolton took place on 1st August. 

We are fortunate to 
have experienced 
stewards at both 
establishments 
who, with the 
support of regional 
office, are working 
through a revised 
recognition 
agreement. 

Membership 
remains steady 
with increases 
in the Private 
and Community 
sector due to 
outsourcing. The 
branch funds a 
caseworker to service members in this sector 
and we are currently reviewing our resources to 
improve organisation in this mainly female low 
paid worker area. In addition, the Branch will 
participate in the NW Region initiative to recruit 
and organise in the private nursery sector.   

On 25th May, the GDPR came in to force. 
Given the UNION is already classed as a data 
sensitive organisation the introduction went 
relatively smoothly.     

Finally, I would like to pay tribute to two former 
activists who sadly passed away this year. 
Diane Jackson, a steward in the Contact 
Centre, and former Convenor of Environmental 
Services, Neil Stewart. Our thoughts are with 
their families. 

Bernadette Gallagher
Joint Branch Secretary

INTRO
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Heaton Fold Garden Centre, down at 
the bottom of Overdale Drive, is like 

another little world straight out of Alan 
Titchmarsh’s dream. Everywhere there’s 
a cacophony of colour, from the stunning 
plants and flowers, to the ranges of 
upmarket pots and ornaments. There’s 
even a mini Japanese garden, alpine 
scenery and watering cans in every 
shade conceivable. 

A cafe sells jugs of sangria, Prosecco 
and beers, there’s an Artisan Market 
on the third Sunday of every month 
and there’s even a little stage where 
performers entertain visitors. This a 
garden centre that is also a day out... 

Yet a few years ago, the place was 
wilting, with few customers, little stock 

Bolton Council’s Heaton Fold Garden Centre was wilting 
when UNISON members Craig Brayshaw and Neil Wilcox 
were transferred there during the restoration of the Albert 
Halls. Now it’s blooming...

and a dwindling income. It looked like 
something out of the Wicker Man film 
when the crops had failed. 

Meanwhile, as the Albert Halls was 
being closed for a major refurbishment, 
staff were being redeployed by Bolton 
Council and theatre technicians, Craig 
Brayshaw and Neil Wilcox, were offered 
a placement at Heaton Fold.

“When you’ve done theatre there’s not 
a lot of places they can put you” says 
Craig, who worked at Albert Halls for 
17 years, while Neil had worked there 

ten years “Initially we came down to 
work at weekends and really enjoyed 
it, and we both realised that we could 
apply our knowledge of theatre, plus 
my experience of retail and Neil’s 
horticultural background, to this area.”

The pair liked the Centre so much they 
transferred permanently and used their 
scenery building skills to decorate the 
place with amazing displays, while, 
backed by the Head of Service and 
some imagination from Bolton Council, 
Craig got to work building the customer 
base, stock and income streams...

Heaton Fold Garden Centre Blooms...



“We’re in a very well off area here but 
they weren’t using the site as it wasn’t 
attractive to people with higher incomes 
and there wasn’t the stock to look at” 
Craig recalls “People would be here 
literally for two or three minutes then 
back in their cars. We’ve had to change 
that, and we’ve done it very successfully 
by having higher value items, nicer 
stock, better cared for plants and a 
bigger range.”

Indeed, there’s now everything on sale 
from hand crafted garden trellis panels, 
to a massive range of composts and 
decorative stones and chippings, to 
Laura Ashley ‘frost proof’ planters.

“I go to different garden centres and 
we’re far superior in stock than anywhere 
around here” says Craig proudly, but 
more importantly adds that the income 
stream has doubled and the refurbished 
cafe has seen income treble...

“We’re part funded by Adult Services for 
training adults with learning disabilities 
and there were cuts to their funding 
so we had to plug that black hole with 
income, which was critical” he explains.

While the Centre has four full time staff 
and three part time staff, it also takes ten 
students (adults with learning disabilities) 
every day, with fifty placements per 
week... 

“When I took over, there were only half 
that number but we’ve worked with social 
services and built it up” says Craig “The 
students love it and there’s more interest 
now than ever. It’s not just brushing up 
all the time, they get involved in lots of 
activities and really add value to the 
place.”

It’s a team effort that has seen Heaton 
Fold Garden Centre transformed...
 
“We’re ever expanding the stock and 
are catching up with some of the bigger 
garden centres” says Craig, who is now 
also doing a diploma in horticulture.

“The Council’s got a real jewel here” 
he adds “And I’m really hoping that the 

powers that be take that on board and 
nurture it with me because we can make 
it a real income stream for the Council.” 

Heaton Fold Garden Centre is on 
Overdale Drive BL1 5BU (right at the 
bottom of hill past the Crematorium). 
For opening times and details 
of events see the website www.
heatonfold.co.uk/. There’s also the 
Artisan Market on the third Sunday of 
every month

Bolton UNISON members and Bolton 
Council staff are entitled to a ten per 
cent discount on production of a 
wage slip or ID card.
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Some UNISON members rang me up 
and told me that they were making 

pay cuts at Farnworth Care Home. The 
proposal was that the unpaid break, 
which happens for all staff, was going 
to be extended by half an hour a day, 
which meant that the paid period was 
being decreased by half an hour per 

day. Through that process, they were 
decreasing staff pay by about ten per cent, 
even though they are on minimum wage of 
£7.83 per hour. Staff found that intolerable. 

The employer is Abbey Healthcare 
(Farnworth) Ltd, part of the Abbey 
Healthcare group which owns 18 homes 

Care workers were on minimum wage but Abbey Healthcare 
in Farnworth, which had a £166,000 operating surplus last 
year, still demanded what amounted to a ten per cent pay cut. 
Then the union got involved... 

Here, Tim Ellis, Regional Organiser of UNISON, takes up the 
story of a huge victory.

Victory For Farnworth Care Home Workers!
and is based off shore in the Gibraltar tax 
haven. From the Farnworth home Abbey 
made £166,000 operating surplus last 
year, and there are 113 staff working in the 
home, so that works out at about £1,500 
surplus made per worker. 

‘It’s wonderful that we 
found the union and joined 
the union. It made all the 
difference and from it we can 
win...’ employee.

Also, since making that surplus, Abbey 
has increased the fees by ten per cent 
for the 115 residents at Farnworth, so 
the company is making big profits per 
employee. Meanwhile, last Christmas 
they gave some staff – not all – a bonus 
of £3! Then they come and say ‘We want 
to arrange matters so you have pay cuts’. 
Staff went up the wall.

Regrettably, as a result of these 
proposals ten staff left, feeling there 
was a fundamental breach of trust 
and confidence by 
the employer - and 
that affects residents 
because they establish 
relationships with familiar 
faces. The proposal 
wasn’t just bad for staff it 
was bad for residents.

However, loads of 
employees also joined 
the union and signed 
the petition for it to be 
recognised. We got to a 
position where we had 
enough membership, 

slightly under fifty per cent, where we could 
do an industrial action ballot. 

So we set it up and it would have been 
to work strictly to contract - not working 
through unpaid breaks, not to do the 
handovers of shift and carers meetings, 
because they’re not paid for that, nor 
cleaning the kitchen after their pay period. 
It would have been short sharp selective 
actions by staff that would have required 
the employer to cover by bringing in 
agency staff at twice the cost. 

We had a lot of support from residents’ 
families, and the Council was requested 
to get involved because they fund sixty 
per cent of places, which they did by 
expressing concern. The end point was 
that Abbey suddenly announced on the eve 
of the ballot that they were withdrawing the 
proposal, having previously said ‘This is a 
fait accompli’.

When we won, we had a little celebration 
in the club over the road which was used 
to film Phoenix Nights, and, later, we hired 
an ice cream wagon to hand out free 



Private Eye reports that, in June, 
the University of Bolton’s Vice 

Chancellor, George Holmes, was in the 
Czech Republic dishing out degrees to 
the ‘University of New York in Prague’, 
part of the New York College Group 
(NYCG), which Bolton University partly 
accredits...

“The relationship between Bolton 
and NYCG is 
cosy” writes 
the Eye “After 
first agreeing a 
partnership in 
2011, Dr Holmes 
took a party 
from Greece, 
including founder 
Elias Foutsis 
and PR director 

Aris Mattheou, 
to a Manchester 
United match. 
Mattheou now 
works in Bolton, 
as head of the 
University’s, 
ahem, ‘directorate 
of institutional 
advancement’. 
Meanwhile, 
Foutsis was 
awarded an 
honorary ‘double 
doctorate’ by 
the University of 
Bolton in 2013...”

In June, Foutsis’ son, Sotiris, was also 
handed an ‘honorary doctorate’ by 
Holmes. It’s not what you know etc...

The University of Bolton’s highly paid Vice Chancellor has 
been making the news again...

More University Of 
Bolton Scandal!

ice creams during the hot weather. The 
management discouraged people from 
being seen to be supporting the union but, 
nevertheless, thirty people came out and 
took ice creams, some were carrying six 
cornets at a time for their work mates!

So we won but it’s still ongoing as we’ve 
now put in a formal request for trade union 
recognition. There’s a process using the 
Central Arbitration Committee and within 
that every employee will be balloted. We 
will be saying to all staff, not just union 
members, that they should be voting for 
this...

‘The big moral point is 
that these staff deliver 
an essential service to 
our mums, dads and 
grandparents...’

...If there is recognition they will be able 
to dispute and change some of the 
present terms and conditions. We will say 
that people have to be paid for all their 
working period, including night staff who 
have to remain on the premises for Care 
Quality Commission purposes. And we 
will try and stop the practice where staff 
have to pay £25 for their own uniforms.

We will also make sure that they never 
reintroduce this extension of unpaid 
breaks because although the employer 
has withdrawn it they might try to re-visit 
it; and we will go for a 
pay rise because, given 
the rates of profit, Abbey 
could pay the real living 
wage of £8.75 per hour 
rather than £7.83. 

The big moral point is 
that these staff deliver 
an essential service to 

our mums, dads and grandparents, and 
deserve respect and recognition and the 
beginning of proper pay.

We’re getting letters of support for the 
recognition from the local councillor, a lay 
preacher who is also a UNISON member, 
and other people in Farnworth. This is 
really important because it not only shows 
the breadth of support but it also shows 
the workers they are not alone, because in 
these types of homes there is a lot of fear, 
and a feeling that nothing is ever going to 
change. 

Here, the staff got angry which conquered 
fear, and the degree of support expressed 
will show that things can be different. 
This will be the first private sector dispute 
in the North West for thirty years where 
we’ve actually got to a position of fighting 
and winning, so it’s a breakthrough for the 
labour movement and care workers. 
A Farnworth Care Home worker said: “It’s 
wonderful that we found the union and 
joined the union. It made all the difference 
and this shows we can win...”

Integrated Facilities Management Bolton is 
a wholly owned subsidiary of Bolton NHS 

Foundation Trust but the company is not 
paying the Agenda for Change pay rise that 
other NHS staff are receiving.

For instance, NHS staff on Band 1, which is 
the same as IFM porters and cleaning staff, 
are now paid £8.92 per hour and their pay 
will rise over two years to £9.87 per hour. 
Yet IFM staff will remain on £7.83 per hour.

When IFM was established it was 

agreed that “IFM pay awards will mirror 
those agreed and awarded by the NHS 
Staff Council”. This pay inequality is 
discriminatory, a breach of faith and totally 
unacceptable. 

IFM staff are being urged to join UNISON, 
become pay dispute reps and to sign and 
circulate the petition against this practice.

For further details contact the Bolton 
UNISON office 

IFM Bolton – Pay Up Now!
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This year is the 70th anniversary of 
the birth of the NHS, and a giant 

cake was unveiled in Manchester with 
a privatisation lump hammer smashing 
through it, which kind of summed it all 
up, while a massive #OurNHS protest 
march with 50,000 people, including 
Bolton UNISON members, snaked its 
way around London recently.

Meanwhile, furious nurses who thought 
they were getting the 3% pay rise they 
vote for, found that it was only 1.5% and 
only those on the top of the pay scales 
were getting 3% immediately. Even the 
General Secretary of the Royal College 
of Nursing had to apologise.

However, despite the attacks on the 
NHS there has also been a positive 
postcard campaign, with people writing 

‘thank yous’ to the health service. Bolton 
UNISON’s Andrea Egan wrote:

“Thank you to the NHS - you battled 
to save me in Bolton ICU for 22 long 
days - not only that you offered refuge 
and support for my new born baby and 
my husband so they 
could stay close 
by as I battled for 
my life everyday...
You went above 
and beyond your 
shifts’ responsibilities 
on a daily basis 
regardless of your 
job roles - and you 
have been there for 
us on so many other 
occasions...Happy 
70th Birthday NHS x”

This year the NHS celebrates its 70th anniversary but all is 
not well...

The NHS At 70...

NHS workers at Wrightington, Wigan 
and Leigh Foundation Trust have 

recently won a dispute after a strike 
against proposals to transfer 900 of 
them, including porters, cleaners and 
catering staff, to an NHS subsidiary firm 
WWL Solutions, or ‘subco’.

Trade unions believe subcos are a 
threat to jobs and terms and conditions, 
and a slippery slope towards backdoor 
privatisation. It is important to stop 
subcos in places like Wrightington, 
Wigan and Leigh before they take root 
and spread throughout our NHS, and 
the campaign of trade union action by 
the NHS workers was supported not 
only by Bolton UNISON but also by NHS 
campaign groups, other trade unions and 
local Labour councillors and MPs. 

Under growing pressure, and as Wigan 
Council stepped in with a financial deal, 
the employers withdrew their proposals 
and the NHS jobs have been protected. 
The Wrightington, Wigan and Leigh 
strikers have shown that when workers 
get organised they have the power to 
make employers think again.

UNISON General Secretary, Dave Prentis, 
said: “UNISON is pleased that the Trust 
has found an alternative to outsourcing to 
a private company. The decision will allow 

the Trust to retain experienced staff who 
will remain as a permanent part of the 
NHS.

“It is fitting that this decision was made 
in the birthday week for the NHS” he 
added “It is a tribute to the commitment 
and dedication of workers represented by 
UNISON. They now have the assurance 
that all parts of the service are valued 
as part of one team working for their 
patients.”

*for more subco shenanigans see page 13 

On the 70th anniversary of 
the NHS, some good news 
as workers resist backdoor 
privatisation...

Victory For NHS Workers 
At Wrightington, Wigan 
and Leigh!

14
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Back in the 1970s, racism and far 
right parties like the National Front 

were gaining ground all over Greater 
Manchester. But everywhere they met 
there was huge opposition, including 
5,000 protesters outside Bolton Town 
Hall in 1977. 

As well as the Anti Nazi League, which 
organised these huge protests, there 
was Rock Against Racism that put on 
gigs all over the country and used music, 
fashion and art to fight the Nazis in what 
became a street lifestyle movement. 

On 15th July 1978, the Anti Nazi League 
and Rock Against Racism jointly 
organised the Northern Carnival Against 
Racism, which saw 15,000 people march 
from Strangeways to Alexandra Park 
in Manchester, where a further 25,000 
people had gathered to watch bands 
like the Buzzcocks and Steel Pulse in an 
afternoon of music, dancing and unity. 

Joint organiser Bernie Wilcox of Rock 
Against Racism described it as “the 
day it became cool to be anti-racist”, as 

people chanted ‘We are black, we are 
white...We are dynamite!’. 

Forty years on from the Carnival, as 
the dark forces are gathering again, 
a well-timed anniversary exhibition is 
being held in September in Manchester, 
which will feature photos and ephemera 
highlighting the passion and excitement 
of the day. There will also be a team on 
hand to capture oral memories of anyone 
who attended.

The idea, state the organisers, 
Manchester District Music Archive 
(MDMA), is to “inspire visitors to reflect 
upon a new era of challenge for people 
opposing messages of racism and 
division across the world”...

We Are Dynamite! runs 3rd to 22nd 
September at NIAMOS, Chichester 
Road, Hulme M15 5UP.

Anyone who can’t make the exhibition 
but wants to share memories, 
photos, flyers etc can email info@
mdmarchive.co.uk 

We Are Dynamite!!!

Forty years on from the seminal Northern Carnival Against 
the Nazis, there’s a new exhibition and project documenting 
the event that made being anti-racist cool...
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On social media there’s loads of 
videos showing people grabbing 

hold of bundles of free copies of The 
Sun newspaper and dumping them in 
the nearest bin. In Liverpool, 78 taxis 
are now festooned with Don’t Buy The 
Sun banners. Meanwhile, six major trade 
unions have passed motions condemning 
the paper.

At last year’s National Delegate 
Conference, UNISON passed a strong 
motion including that it would ‘Refuse 
access to Sun journalists to UNISON 
conferences and to any UNISON 
premises’; ‘Ensure UNISON does not 
advertise in the Sun newspaper’; and that 
the union would ‘Encourage branches 
to support the Total Eclipse of the s*n 
campaign’.

‘It’s a product of shame...’ 

It all dates back to Hillborough and The 
Sun’s horrendous articles in the aftermath 
of the tragic FA Cup semi-final between 
Liverpool and Nottingham Forest on 15th 
April 1989, where 96 Liverpool fans died 
and 766 were injured. Under the headline 
‘The Truth’, the paper lied about the 
behaviour of Liverpool fans. 

While the paper has since apologised, 
it’s continued to print rubbish, including 
racist comments by Sun columnist, 
Kelvin McKenzie, about the then Everton 
midfielder Ross Barkley...just days before 
the 28th anniversary of Hillsborough. 

The Total Eclipse of the s*n campaign 
began over two years ago, to extend the 
boycott beyond Liverpool, where copies 
of The Sun on sale are rarer than hens’ 
teeth. And the boycott shows no signs of 
abating...

“It shows the strength of feeling against 
that newspaper” a spokesman for the Total 
Eclipse of the s*n campaign told Battling 
For Bolton “People will put it in bins at 
airports, and in petrol stations that give 
it away for free. People will also go into 
newsagents or supermarkets and hide it.

“There’s also shops, even beyond 
Liverpool, where it’s hidden from display 
and is sold like some seedy secret from 
under the counter” he added “It’s a 
product of shame. I’ve no idea how many 
readers have been lost but people like 
myself who were at Hillsborough just don’t 
want to see that newspaper. It’s a strong 
boycott and it’s moved on from being a 
passive boycott, to being on the front foot; 
it’s being removed from shops and public 
places.”

Bolton UNISON members can help the 
campaign by ‘liking’ the Facebook group 
‘Total Eclipse of the s*n’; asking local 
stores to take part in the boycott, and 
choosing to spend money in stores that 
observe the boycott. 

For loads more information and 
campaign materials see the website 
https://totaleclipseofthesun.org/

Totally Eclipse The Sun!
After UNISON nationally passed a motion condemning The 
Sun newspaper, members are invited to join in the Total 
Eclipse of the s*n campaign...
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Following another £12.5million ‘savings’ 
this year by Bolton Council, on the 

back of eight years worth of cuts, the 
affect on local services and staff is 
highlighted in a new survey of North 
West UNISON members.

The survey of almost 1,500 members 
reveals staggering amounts of pessimism 
about local councils and their ability to 
function to an acceptable standard.

81% of council workers surveyed 
have no confidence in the future of 
local services, 49% are thinking of 
leaving their jobs for less stressful work 
elsewhere; 69% say residents don’t 
receive help and support when they need 
it, and 56% are not confident vulnerable 
residents are safe and cared for.

“Local services are 
collapsing and council 
workers are being left to 
pick up the pieces and do 
the best they can amid 
the chaos” Kevan Nelson, 
UNISON North West Regional 
Secretary 

It goes on and on...54% of those who 
responded believe their council no 

longer delivers quality services, 45% that 
their employer doesn’t make the right 
decisions for the public, and two thirds 
(67%) are concerned about the financial 
situation of their council.

Council workers identified a lack of 
front line staff (65%), adult social care 
(62%), safeguarding children and young 
people (50%) and road repairs (45%) 
as the biggest challenges facing local 
authorities in the North West.

Three-quarters also reported 
redundancies in their departments 
and, as a result, two in five (42%) don’t 
feel secure in their jobs. Many spoke 
of colleagues leaving and not being 
replaced, causing those remaining to 
pick up the extra work. As a result, 41% 
said their workload is unmanageable and 
three in five (59%) that they regularly 
work beyond their contracted hours.

Council staff also shared stories of 
overcrowded families living in mouldy 
properties, fly-tipping being left for 
weeks, increasing rodent populations, 
residents’ cars damaged by huge 
potholes, and vulnerable children, young 
people and adults not getting the help 
and support they need.

It’s a staggering indictment of Tory 
Government cuts, and in the survey, 82% 

Survey of UNISON Council Workers 
Shows Local Services Collapsing

Over 80% of council workers have no confidence in 
services and almost 50% are thinking of leaving their jobs...

admitted these cuts have had a negative 
impact on their ability to do the job as 
well as they can.

“Local services are collapsing and 
council workers are being left to pick 
up the pieces and do the best they 
can amid the chaos” says North West 
regional secretary Kevan Nelson “This 
disturbing survey should ring alarm bells 
in Whitehall and alert ministers to the 
crisis happening in councils across the 
North West.

“Local authorities have had to cut so 
many vital services that they have 
now reached a point where vulnerable 
children and the elderly struggle to 
get the help that they need, entire 
communities are suffering, and the 
public are being put at risk” he explains .
“With cuts to road and bridge 

maintenance, potholes 
in roads are left unfilled, 
and bridges are at risk 
of crumbling” he adds 
“Crematoriums are not 
maintained, streetlights stay 
broken, and parks are in 
disrepair as councils don’t 
have the equipment or the 
staff to adequately maintain 
them.

 “There are now over one 
million people with an unmet 
need for social care because 
councils don’t have the 
resources to support them” 
he concludes “Now is the 
time to reverse these cuts 
and invest in local government once 
more or the very fabric of our society will 
come unstuck.”

81% have no 
confidence in the 
future of local 
services

49% are thinking 
of leaving their 
jobs for less 
stressful work

69% say residents 
don’t receive help 
and support 

56% are not 
confident 
vulnerable 
residents are safe 
and cared for.
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My name is Lauren Alergant and I first 
joined UNISON when I was 19 years 

old. I qualified as a social worker in 2009 
and after a number of years working in 
different local authorities I came to work in 
Bolton in June 2017. I became a steward 
and was then elected to be Children’s 
Convener.

Like all social workers, I chose this role 
because I wanted to be able to help 
children and their families, and to try a 
make a positive difference in their lives. 
Becoming a social worker involves 
three years of training, work placed 
assessments and direct work with children 
and their families before we are assessed 

as being qualified to practice. I was 
therefore shocked to learn in 2016 that the 
Government was seeking views in regards 
to implementing a National Assessment 
and Accreditation Scheme (NASS). 

“I chose this role because 
I wanted to be able to help 
children and their families...”

The Government felt that despite Child 
Protection Social Workers in England 
having formal qualifications and post 
qualification experience and training, this 
wasn’t enough and if we wanted to be 
able to be registered as Child Protection 

Standing up for Social Work
Social Workers in the future then we 
needed to be assessed and accredited.

I was given the opportunity to attend the 
UNISON Local Government Conference 
in Brighton in June 2018 and asked to 
choose a motion to speak to, this was 
the motion that I knew was closest to my 
heart. 

In my speech to conference, I discussed 
how myself and my colleagues have 
already been tested and examined, and 
that what would actually make our jobs 
easier and our practice safer would be 
more resources and less cuts. 

We have seen as social workers that 
when our family support workers are cut, 
when waiting lists for children to be seen 
by specialist services are increasing and 
our children’s centres closing, referrals 
to Children’s Social Care increase. 
In addition we are concerned by the 
sentence in the Government report 
Confidence in practice: child and family 
social work assessment and accreditation 
system which states that it is 
for the employer to decide if 
the outcome of assessment 
will form part of any 
performance proceedings.

Bury, Leeds, Manchester, 
Oldham and Wigan are the 
five Phase One councils 
rolling out the scheme and 
Phase Two is due to be rolled 
out in Bolton and 15 other 
local authorities in 2019, 
and social workers will be 
asked to volunteer to take the 
accreditation test. 

Social Workers I have spoken to have 
told me that they will resist any further 
testing of their ability to practice, with 
responses varying from ‘I’ve been 
qualified for many years and have worked 
to this point without any issues’, to ‘I 
have just completed my Assessed and 
Supported Year in Employment as a 
newly qualified social worker, why should 
I have to complete more tests when I 
have just been signed off as fit to practice 
social work.’ 

I am pleased that UNISON is backing the 
opposition to this scheme and that our 
National Officer for Local Government, 
Gill Archer, states that UNISON will be 
encouraging its members not to take part 
in the scheme as it is currently voluntary.
She adds that the union will be seeking 
the backing of other organisations... 
“Social workers already must meet tough 
standards ensuring they’re fit to carry out 
their jobs” Gill explains “More funding is 
needed, not more tests that add to the 
pressures staff already face.”

UNISON says ‘No’ to the National Assessment and 
Accreditation Scheme...
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This year’s local elections and a by-
election have seen the Farnworth 

and Kearsley First (FKF) party pick 
up three seats on Bolton Council. In 
Kearsley, the FKF got more than double 
the Labour Party vote, while healthy 
majorities were recorded in Farnworth. 
Remarkably, none of this came as 
a surprise to the defeated Labour 
Party candidate in Farnworth, Martin 
McMulkin, who got a major dose of 
reality while knocking on doors...

“Shortly after the election was over, the 
figures were updated for child poverty 
in Bolton, and it focussed my mind on 
conversations I had on the doorsteps” 
he explains “I’d spoken to numerous 
families and what came out of that was 
that they were living in poverty; and that 
they seemed to have accepted their lot 
and saw no hope that it would change.

“Their life chances and their children’s 
life chances were minimal and there was 

no point in going out voting as nothing 
was going to change” he underlines 
“They saw no way out of their situation, 
and that was the frightening thing. One 
woman said ‘I’ve voted the last four 
times and there’s been no change, in 
fact my life has gone worse’. 

“Certainly in terms of the local elections 
it didn’t make any difference to her and 
her children’s lives, and that was the 
most depressing and disturbing thing” he 
adds.

“We need people putting 
over radical policies...” 

Indeed, latest figures show that 23,405 
children are currently living in poverty 
in Bolton. In the wards of Halliwell 
and Rumworth, the child poverty rate 
is above 50%, while in Great Lever, 
Crompton and Farnworth it’s above 40%.

“These are startling figures” says Martin 

“There’s been a sizeable increase and 
some of those families are in work. 
The problem we have locally is that a 
large number of people are looking at 
the Labour Party and asking ‘What do 
they stand for?’. Labour councils up and 
down the north are seen as a group of 
people who implement cuts from Tory 
central government, and that’s impacting 
on the most vulnerable and the weakest 
sections of the community...

“...So, the Labour Party locally has to 
re-evaluate what its purpose is and what 
its values are, and that’s going to be the 
big decision for the Labour parties in the 
North West region” he adds “The Labour 
Party nationally has had that discussion 
and I believe it’s reconnecting with its 
core values. The solution is a Jeremy 
Corbyn-led Labour Government, one that will reverse the sham of austerity, one 

Election Shock Puts 
Labour Council 
Under Pressure

Recent local elections have seen the Farnworth and 
Kearsley First party pick up three seats. But this was no 
protest vote, says defeated Labour Party candidate Martin 
McMulkin...

Martin McMulkin is 
a Unite Convenor at 
Edbro’s Engineering, 
Secretary of Bolton 
and District Trades 
Council, NW Regional 
chair of Unite the 
union, sits on the Ellen 
Strange Memorial 
Committee, is a leading 
supporter of various 
local campaigns 
including Bolton 
Against The Bedroom 
Tax, Save Bolton Health 
Services and Bolton 
Against Fracking 
and has spoken in 
support of numerous 
union campaigns and 
disputes…
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that will 
address the 
greed and 
corruption 
at the very 
top...”

However, 
in Bolton, 
Martin, 

who is also Secretary of 
Bolton Trades Council, 
believes it’s a different 
story... “The local election 
results were no surprise 
at all after we were out 
there knocking on doors” 
he recalls “The senior 
Labour Party people 
in Bolton, I believe, 
have their heads in the 

sand. When this happens it’s noted as a 
protest vote but what we’re seeing now 
is not a protest vote, it’s a move away 
from the major parties.

“They are viewed locally as ‘What’s 
the difference, if we did have a Labour 
controlled council what would change?’” 
he explains, acknowledging that Labour 
could lose overall control in Bolton next 
year, potentially handing control to a 
Conservative led coalition. 

“I know it would change for the worse if 
we had a Tory-led council, but I believe 
people want to see a real choice. There 
are a lot of good people in the Bolton 
Labour Party trying to get that message 
over to the people who make the 
decisions and the wider public...but we 
need people putting over radical policies, 
which some Labour councils have done 
but not in Bolton. And you reap what you 
sow.”

KFK, Martin believes, was a product 
of this attitude...“They are a group of 
ordinary local people, who in the main 
are traditionally Labour voters...We could 
have taken them on board, got them 
involved and said ‘Where have we been 
going wrong, what should we have been 
doing?’ But no. So they went away and 
formed a political party, and I think you’ll 
find that happens more and more locally.

“If the Labour Party in Bolton is not 
waking up to that fact and trying to 
address it, it’s going to be a long hard 
road” he concludes, despite former 
Bolton Council Leader, Cliff Morris, being 
replaced by Linda Thomas...“People 
want to feel there’s a purpose in voting, 
that there will be some change and in 
Bolton they’ve not felt that for many 
years. 

“A large number of people 
are looking at the Labour 
Party and asking ‘What do 
they stand for?’”

“There’s an arrogance and ignorance 
amongst the Labour Group in Bolton 
and they need to start engaging with the 
wider community and in the Party on a 
wider basis” he insists “I don’t want to 
be negative, as I believe we can turn it 
around but people need to see some 
radical new ideas that look after the 
people that they are supposed to look 
after 

“Nationally we’ve got an opportunity, 
but locally we’ve got a lot of work to do” 
Martin explains “And that’s not just an 
issue for Bolton, it’s an issue for a lot of 
Labour councils in the north...”

‘Much more than digging...much more 
than a music fest’

The 8th annual free Wigan Diggers Festival 
takes place on Saturday 8th September, from 
11am to 9:30pm, with its usual mix of music, 
poetry, comedy, children’s entertainment, 
stalls, speakers and surprises.

Members can either make their own way 
to the Fest or there is a coach going from 
Bolton Train Station; meeting on the day at 
10:30am, and returning at 8pm. UNISON 
Sports and Social will pay for a drink and 
burger for every member who goes (£10).* 

The open air event, held at Gerrard 
Winstanley Gardens at The Wiend near the 
town centre, this year has headliners The 
Blockheads, Merry Hell and Barnstormer 
1649, featuring Attila The Stockbroker, plus 

two stages with an array of 
music styles including sets 
by The Commoners’ Choir, 
Joe Solo, Bard Company, 
Patrick McKenzie, The 
Amber List, Jupiter Hollow 
Blues Band and The Disco 
Misfits.

The event starts with 
a symbolic re-enactment in Gerrard 
Winstanley Gardens, with guest actor 
Brendan Delaney playing the role of the 17th 
Century Wigan born radical who helped to 
inspire a movement for justice and equality.

*For more details and to book a place on the 
coach contact Andrea Egan on 338905 or 
email andrea.egan@unisonbolton.org 
For the full line up see https://
wigandiggersfestival.org 

8th Wigan Diggers Festival 
Brings Blockheads, and Free 
Drink and Burger for Members!

Discount UNISON members tickets for 
this year’s panto...

This year’s panto is kiddies’ fave Snow 
White and the Seven Dwarfs, and Bolton 

UNISON has secured discount tickets at 
£7.50 each for the matinee at Bolton Albert 
Halls on Sunday 9th December at 1:30pm.

Due to high demand, tickets are limited to 
four per UNISON Local Government branch 
member and go on sale on Wednesday 24th 
October (to coincide with school holidays) 
from the UNISON reception office at The 

Hub on Bold Street at three different times – 
9am, 12noon and 4pm.

There’s no telephone reservations, and 
tickets are only available by calling in person 
with proof of membership. A family member 
or colleague can also collect them as long 
as they have a membership number or proof 
of membership. Members can pay by cash 
or a cheque made out to Bolton UNISON.

Every year tickets sell out very quickly, so 
don’t miss out!

Snow White and the 
Seven Dwarfs Panto...
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On 22nd September, 
there’s a special 
free event at 
Bolton Central 
Library, where 
there will be 
readings from A 
Bolton Childhood, 
the autobiography 
of Alice Foley...

Bolton’s Alice Foley 
has been recently 

celebrated by the TUC as 
part of its celebrations to 
mark 150 years since its 
foundation in Manchester, 
while her autobiography, 
A Bolton Childhood, is 
recognised as one of the 
finest female working 
class books written in the 
twentieth century.

Alice was a leading figure in labour 
history, becoming the first female trade 
union official in the Lancashire cotton 
industry, being elected General Secretary 
of the Bolton Weavers in 1949. Previously 
she had worked for that union since 1913, 
both as a ‘sick visitor’ and in the trade 
union office where she faced a a great 
deal of prejudice from male ‘colleagues’.

 In A Bolton Childhood, Alice tells the story 
of her early life and how she overcame 

poverty and educated herself through the 
labour movement. 

“Life was ever meaningful, even if 
something of a battlefield” she wrote 
“and we had abiding faith in the ultimate 
achievement of the human race...”

On Saturday September 22nd there’s 
going to be a special free event at 2pm 
in Bolton Central Library’s Meeting 
Room with readings from A Bolton 
Childhood, titled In Her Own Words.

Bolton Suffragette and Trade 
Union Activist Alice Foley
In Her Own Words

The Durham Miners’ Gala is the largest 
annual gathering of trade unionists in 

the UK. It is held on the second Saturday 
of July and sees trade unionists from 
across the country descend on Durham 
city to celebrate the mining industry. It 
dates back to 1871 when Durham Miners’ 
Association organised the first Gala in 
Wharton Park, Durham.

Bolton UNISON branch takes a 57 seater 

coach each year, sharing with Lancashire 
NUM Branch. This year the coach was 
packed we could have taken more! If you 
haven’t been before, it’s well worth the 
trip. The march can be arduous, but we 
usually have loads of fun - and it’s a great 
reminder of what the movement is about, 
plus there’s always a great line up of 
speakers at the event.

Andrea Egan

Durham Miners’ Gala

Bolton UNISON members enjoy this year’s Durham Miners Gala



Branch Officers 
Branch Chairperson:   John Pye (01204 338901) admin@unisonbolton.org  

Branch Secretary (Joint):  Bernie Gallagher (01204 338901) admin@unisonbolton.org 

   Andrea Egan (01204 338901)  admin@unisonbolton.org

Branch Treasurer:   Vivienne Monroe (01204338901)  treasurer@unisonbolton.org

Vice Chair:   Jackie Peploe (01204 338901) admin@unisonbolton.org

Assistant Branch Secretary:  Jayne Clarke (01204 333916) Jayne.clarke@unisonbolton.org, 

Equalities officer:   Hanna English (01204 338901) admin@unisonbolton.org 

Education Officer:   Janet Bryan (01204 338901)  janet.bryan@unisonbolton.org 

Welfare Officer:   Julie Tudor (01204 338901)  admin@unisonbolton.org 

Life Long Learning Officer:  Janet Bryan (01204 338901)  janet.bryan@unisonbolton.org 

New technology officer –  vacant
Membership Officer:   Jayne Clarke (01204 338916)  membership@unisonbolton.org 

Young Members Officer:  Vacant 
Communications Officer:  Martin Challender (01204 338901) admin@unisonbolton.org  

Labour Link Officer:   Andrea Egan (01204 338901)  admin@unisonbolton.org  

International Officer:   John Pye (01204 338901)  admin@unisonbolton.org 

Health & Safety Officer: Steve Fletcher (01204 338901) admin@unisonbolton.org 

Campaigns Officer  vacant
Sports & Social Officer:  Andrea Egan (01204 338901)  admin@unisonbolton.org

Convenors 
Adult Services:   Martin Challender (01204 337715) martin.challender@bolton.gov.uk

Chief Executives:   Linda Tong (01204 331297)  linda.tong@bolton.gov.uk

Bolton at Home:   Janet Bryan (01204 329850)  janet.bryan@boltonathome.org.uk  

Bolton Cares   Julie Tudor (01204 338901)  boltoncares.convenor@

      unisonbolton.org

Children Services:   Lauren Alergant (01204 338907)  childrens@unisonbolton.org 

Community & Voluntary Sector  Hanna English (01204 338916) cvsunison@unisonbolton.org

Organiser 
Place (Joint):   John Pye (01204 332903)  john.pye@bolton.gov.uk 

   Andy Hurst (01024 336516) andy.hurst@bolton.gov.uk 

Bolton Community College:  Graham Walmsley (01204 482138) graham.walmsley@boltoncc.ac.uk 

University of Bolton       Christine Smith (01204 903090)  christine.Smith@bolton.ac.uk
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PETERLOO  WORDSEARCH

Peterloo Massacre Anniversary 2019
Next year is the 200th anniversary of 

the Peterloo Massacre when armed 
cavalry charged a peaceful crowd of 
around 60,000 people, gathered to 
listen to anti-poverty and pro-democracy 
speakers. It is estimated that 18 were 
killed, and nearly 700 seriously injured in 
the fall-out.

For its anniversary, there’s walks, special 
events and even a graphic book being 
published, plus a major film by Mike 
Leigh, starring Bolton’s Maxine Peake

which is being released in November. 

Meanwhile, 
as always, 
Bolton 
UNISON 
members 
will join in 
with the 
anniversary 
events – 
watch out 
for further 
details! 



Discount UNISON members tickets for this year’s panto...

Ticket sales are restricted to 4 per member. Tickets £7.50 each 
Please note: This event is very popular every year and tickets sell-out quickly. 

How to get your tickets: 
Call in at the Unison reception office, The Hub, Bold St, Bolton, BL1 1LS. Tel: 01204 338901 

Cash or cheque payable to Bolton Unison  No telephone reservations 

These tickets are for sale to members of Unison Bolton Local Government Branch 

Ticket will go on sale on Wednesday 24th October 
at 3 different times: 9am, 12 noon and 4pm 

As long as we have a membership number or 
proof of membership, a family member or colleague can come and collect your tickets 

Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs Panto...
Bolton Albert Halls

Matinee Sunday 9th December 2018 
1.30pm


